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Music & InstrumentsMusic & Instruments
Every time a new instrument is used, take a few moments to 

1.  name it, 
2.  talk about the materials it is made out of 

and 3.  explore ways it may be played.   H
Cot hocolate

re-used tin with 
plastic lid

hand drum

OROR

A hand drum is usually 
made out of wood and 
s o m e  k i n d  o f  t h i n  
leather/skin or membrane.  
It is held loosely in one hand 
by the wood, and played by 
tapping it with  finger tips or 
the bottom of the palm.

Percussion Instruments are anything that makes an 

interesting sound by shaking, rattling, scraping, tapping or 
striking.   Every primary classroom can afford percussion 
instruments.

shakers
maracas

finger
cymbals

triangle

tambourine

bells

rhythm sticks claves

cow bell

tick-tock
  block spoons

metallic sounds

bells
triangle
cymbals

“jingle bells”
   --buy at sewing or craft store
two pot lids work as cymbals
metal utensils
a washboard and scraper
use a kitchen whisk as a beater

wooden sounds

rhythm sticks
claves
wood block
tick-tock block

bamboo chopsticks
   (my favourite sound)
wooden spoons
wooden napkin holders

Keep an eye out for interesting sound makers,
you’ll soon have more than enough for everyone to play something.

rattling sounds

shakers
maracas
guiro

*fill child-proof pill bottles
    with a variety of small seeds, beans, etc.
    to make shakers

a few ideas to get you started
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Pitched Instruments glockenspiels
xylophones
keyboards

Xylophones (wooden bars) and glockenspiels (metal bars) with removable bars, add incredibly to a 
musical program in elementary school.   The removable bars mean that young musicians don’t have to 
worry about hitting the “wrong” note, because the only notes left on the instruments are the ones needed 
for the song.  See individual songs for accompaniment ideas.

Having at least one pitched instrument in the classroom gives a way to “tune” the beginning of each song.   
Teachers used to use pitch pipes  ---glockenspiels can be shared!   Sturdy, usable glockenspiels may be 
purchased for around $40Canadian.  If you can fit it into your classroom budget, buy one each year until 
you have at least 5.

Professional quality glockenspiels/xylophones 
can be expensive.  It’s possible to find music 
stores with a less costly alternative.  
Appearances can be deceiving however.  Ask the 
manager of the music store (or email the on-line 
store) to check the pitch of the glockenspiel 
against a keyboard instrument before 
purchased, or you may end up with a musical 
instrument that isn’t very musical.  Look for 
glockenspiels that have bars which may be 
removed, and offer additional bars for Fsharp 
and Bflat.

No glockenspiels or xylophones in your room?  Does your classroom have tablets for students to use?   
Find an app that puts a keyboard on the screen.   It will be more difficult to play as the notes can be 
removed, however, it does offer the same “bars”, that may be played using the accompaniments intended 
for glockenspiels.

G
C D E F

C D E F
A B

G

G C D E F
C D E F A B G

glockenspiel

xylophone

mallets

If your classroom has 
several glockenspiels, try 
using the “wrong” end of 
the mallets for a gentler 
sound while practising.

Many of the pitched accompaniments depend on students being able to feel and play on a beat.  Its 
tempting sometimes to help students play by holding their hands as they play.   Better to stand behind a 
student who is struggling and lightly tap their shoulders to the beat.  Let students enjoy their moments on 
the pitched instruments  ---that enjoyment is a far more important learning at this stage than playing 
perfectly.

An ability to feel beat begins in the womb.  Children who are rocked as babes and toddlers have a built in 
head start for knowing the beat.   Like many mathematical skills, learning takes place developmentally.   
It’s not surprising to find students in Grades 2 and 3 who are still struggling to show the beat with 
movement.
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1.  Don't complain or whine about having a turn on the instruments.
If you don't have a turn today, you will have a turn next time.

                      If you prefer to play a different instrument, you need to wait your turn.
                     Complaining about your instruments means you don't want to play it.

2.  Instruments do not make sounds until the teacher/conductor says.
                      If the conductor hears sounds made on purpose, 

then you lose your turn playing the instrument."

Sometimes I add a third rule   i.e.   treat the instruments with respect.   They are not 
toys (definitely not toy swords re rhythm sticks) or science experiments.   They will 
break.   

A few rules to help ensure playing instruments in music class is fun!

I dislike taking an instrument away from a child who wants to play it, BUT I do it because 
eventually it makes music class more fun for students and teachers.  

I gage the amount of time “without instrument” to individual student behaviour.

The first few times I give out instruments I include a free play segment  e.g.  "I'm going to count to 
ten.  While I'm counting you may experiment with your instrument.  When I say "ten" then all 
instruments stop playing immediately.  Ready ...  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10."   This gives all students an 
opportunity to simply make a joyful sound.
(Students need to keep an eye and ear on the conductor to see/hear the stop signal.)  

Students lose their turn playing!

circle formation: pass instruments to the friend on the right
row/line formation:  pass the instruments to the person behind,
     person at the end of the line bring their instrument to the front
     OR:  first row passes to the back, 
             last person first row passes to last person second row
             second row passes to the front
             first person in the second row passes to first person in the third row
             third row passes back, etc.   
             until the last person brings the instrument to the front of the first row

How will instruments be shared in your room?

Instrument Passing Plans
Choose a plan that works for your classroom, and stick to it.   After a few 
sessions, students will catch on and it will help with instrument sharing.

Plan
how to
change
instrument players!
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spoons

ha   ha

shakers
maracas

all day long

rhythm sticks

this-a-way
that-a-way

Words that are repeated in songs 
make good “playing” places.   Pick 
out a repeated word in any song for 
playing on percussion instruments.

The ideas given here are for “Ha Ha 
This-A-Way” taught in CanDo Music 
Grade One, Lesson Two.

Many of the Lesson Plan include ideas for adding instruments to particular songs.   As you use them, you 
will develop your own favourites and create new ways to embrace making a “joyful noise”.

A few of the specific ideas are on the following pages.
Do not be limited by the suggestions  ... they are beginning places!

Simplest way to add texture-timbre to a song is by clapping on the beat, or with the 
words(rhythm).   Switch to any percussion instrument and it adds a whole new dimension to 
music.

One of the hardest things for primary children when instruments are introduced to a 
lesson is waiting their turn,  AND  being afraid they’ll never get a turn.  For that 
reason, many of the lesson suggestions are ways to give everyone a quick turn at the 
same time.   Sometimes, however, especially with pitched instruments like the 
glockenspiel, keyboard or xylophone, student must wait.   I keep a list of students 
handy, and show students how I mark when they have had a turn on a “special” 
instrument.   In this way, students who don’t get a turn one day, may be reassured 
that their turn will come.   It also avoids the trauma of a child not remembering if they 
have had a turn, and your ability to help their memory via the record keeping.

This list also works for assessment purposes.   A quick coded symbol will remind you 
which students are successful at playing the instruments in the way intended, and 
which need more practice.

Taking
Turns
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"We need an instrument to play on the "c-c-c-c c-c-cold."   What are 
the names of the instruments we have in our classroom?"

As students name the instruments:

1. place the instrument where it may be seen
   OR   put its picture on the pocket chart

2. name the material the instrument is made out of

3. give words that describe the sound the instrument makes

4. briefly describe the way the instrument is played
(tapping, shaking, striking)
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"Think about the way "c-c-c-c c-c-cold" sounds.   "C-c-c-c c-c-cold"   
Which instrument do you think we need to use to help the song?"  
(As students give suggestions, elicit their reason for the choice.)

New year, but same old rules for instruments!
               respect          wait to use           no complaining    

Place an instrument in front of each child.   Experiment by using different 
kinds of sounds to play the c-c-c's as the class sings the song (hopefully 

without the recorded voices).   Name a category  e.g.  metallic.   Students 
decide if the instrument in front of them fits the category.  If it fits, then they 
play while singing that verse.

 
Repeat using other categories. 

After 3 or 4 opportunities to play instruments while singing, discuss what 
instrument makes the most effective  "staccato" sound for the song.  Then, 
one last time, sing the song with the chosen “most effective” instrument.

shakers
maracas

finger
cymbals

triangle

tambourine

bells

rhythm sticks

claves

cow bell

hand drum

tick-tock
  block

spoons
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Use with the song:  It’s C-c-c-c C-c- Cold.



Playing instruments while reading simple music is both excellent practice and an important 
motivation to learn the written symbols.   If there isn't time to give out percussion instruments  ---
use body percussion (clap, pat knees, snap fingers, rub fingernails across clothing, etc.)!   The 
instrument choices below are simply ideas, vary it by teacher/student suggestions.

rhythm sticks tambourineshakers
maracas

every "ti-ti" (eighth notes) every "ta"(quarter note) every "sh"(quarter rest)

OR OR OR
PAT

KNEES CLAP

THROW
HANDS

IN
AIR

Add InstrumentsAdd Instruments

Help students to remember the instrument 
rules  --especially re not touching/playing 
until the conductor says!

2.

from Lesson 28

Give out instruments so that every child has "something."   If you don't have a class 
set of rhythm sticks (chopsticks), rulers or popsicle sticks will work.   Students 
playing shakers only need one.

Begin with the tambourines.   Ask students to hold their tambourines and play 
them every time there is a "sh."    Give a count-in --everyone says the words.
If that is successful, ask students with a shaker to hold their instruments and play 
them every time there is a "ta."   Give a count-in  --everyone says the words.
Finally, the rhythm sticks play on "ti-ti."    Encourage everyone to say the words.

Now, try once through with everyone using "magic lips,"  i.e. thinking the words but 
not saying them out loud. 

Collect the instruments.

3.

4.

5.
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BB Add an Instrument Add an Instrument  to "Los Pollitos"    Key D

A "bordun" sounds like the drone heard 
on bagpipes.  It's produced by playing 
"do" and it's higher "so" at the same time  
on a strong beat throughout a song.  It's 
a simple way to add harmony/texture to 
an accompaniment.

D
A

bordun       do    -    so
Key D         D     -    A

1 While singing “Los Pollitos”, use both hands to 
pat knees on the first beat of each bar (in the 
music look for the words in “red”.

2 Sing one verse of the song, repeating above and 
with the teacher playing the bordun on a 
glockenspiel, xylophone or computer keyboard.

3 Give several students an opportunity to play 
the bordun.   Polish the song as turns are 
being taken;  i.e. work on diction, tempo, etc.

from Lesson 32  CD Music 1
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I can do music in Lesson  16 .  My name is _________________________________
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spoons

tambourine

finger cymbals

cow bell

tick tock block

triangle

claves

maracas

hand drum

bells

rhythm sticks

Find the name for each musical 
instrument.  Print the name on the 

The instrument that I want to play the most is ______________________.

Ask me to tell you how to play my favourite instrument!

Percussion Instruments

Using either instruments or 
flashcards, ask students to 
name the instrument AND give 
a word to describe its sound.

With the class choose an 
instrument to be played on the 
chattering in "C-c-c-c C-c 
Cold."   Sing the song and play 
the instrument.

With the class decide on a 
different way to use an 
instrument during the song  i.e. 
play somewhere other than on 
the chattering.  (on the beat, 
just on the word "cold," etc.)

Timbre

Lesson 16b
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